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I'm here aware that I have entertained a muse, an

angel, or maybe an ET. To me it is something of another

source. I ask myself these times: is this a good Angel

or a bad angel? I am not so afraid but rather ignorant

and knowing at times. Here I will give the message it

has sent to me.

“I am at a Crest now. in front of me stands a crest

with two swords crossed on a shield. I've heeded my

task and now Providence has parted in two ways. So

vexed, I must go back to being in the Box.

What box am I referring to? Let me tell you of

another day not so long ago.

“That day, I found an empty chair entertaining and

Angel of sorts! I guess it may have been an angel since

I work with angels though I myself, may think of it as

an ET. do to the energy it has given. Maybe, just

maybe, an Angel and an ET presence was here.





So far that much is true. I know in my senses That

I have been caught up in a moment. It is a bit of a

Pandora's Box. A good angel is a temporary light being

of what we call a temporal impression. we've all been

burnt by something good. We all have a high moment that

we can recall. An Angel, a good angel, is closely

related to this in my experience. I have used the word

burnt because at times it takes consequences of

learning something is hot by touching it. A good

experience is the same as a bad experience in this way.

Both of them leave a mark.

And entertainment of thought that if any man or

woman would enter my space would or will I feel or will

my feelings be negated? Do angels or ETS bring us out

of control from our normal senses and destinies? That

is what I am trying to have you understand and question

from your own internal intuition. For me it feels like

a cloud of thought, possibly Shadows was a good word

for it though I have lately thought of it as a temporal





impression. something temporary and leaves a

pattern of thought outside of what I normally

experience.

This barbaric chopping of words is the best I can

do to explain an angel or ET presence giving message

messages to me. Maybe it is a guardian angel or ET but

either way it is filling a thirst for more knowledge

than I already know in the house of my body and the

river of intuition.

Here is the message: my inner alignment fluxes and

fluctuates in power and energy as it emits from my

porous being. I am speaking in the first person as if

the angel or ET is telling me as an affirmation that I

must speak aloud. though I am in a different state.

What do you think I have said?

Is this message going to be virtuous and hold any

purity of power for listeners? I am hoping so. I do not





think it is just for me then. I wonder if my

guardian angel or 18 is talking to your guardian angel

or ET. Sometimes I think in this instance where I am

speaking my affirmations, that you are hearing my side

because I am more in tune with my alignment Within Me.

You then are learning.

Do you Misrepresent your, or better yet I think,

are you blocking messages from my guardian angel that

are being sent to your guardian angel? Why would that

be a problem? why are you listening in the first place

then did it make you talk about it?

So then if writing is a skill, where does it come

from? could it be a guardian angel, an ET or just an

angel in general? What do you think about being taken

away from your normal activity? When you watch a movie

for example. Or, when you hold yourself with another

being taking vows? Knowing that both of these are

adventures and travels.





Sometimes I like to ask why some Muses Angels or

ETS are better than others. Sometimes I wonder where

they project their light. I call this process being a

witness. And eyewitnesses. can you see them in your

dream state when you see them in your dream state I

mean.

Some soft talk will get you through that. They say

there are rules for adjectives and writing and speaking

and if these rules are broken you sound crazy. Some

people frequently enter dream states. as where this

message is coming from. What makes that difficult?

Trying to relay a message from dream states will be

difficult. Depending on how many dreams we already

know. Are those that can't keep up with the fluctuating

between dream state and wake state. There are people

who control when they go into dream states.





Do you call the dream state a state of demonic activity

only? meaning is it harming you in any way? I have

heard of people trying to meditate themselves into

different projections and being harmed in such Acts. it

is possible that their understanding of Dreams was not

whole enough to go through that experience. Henceforth

this message should lie out more groundwork or building

upon others' work for what dream experiences hold.

Is consciousness trying to align you into

understanding and balance? Would you let that happen if

it meant helping those who naturally Flex between dream

and awake States because socially it is difficult for

them speaking of people that are bipolar and

schizophrenic. Any state of manic or suicidal States

are States I'm dreaming that entertain muses, angels,

guardian angels, and ets.

Who should be first in speaking about duality? Is

it really a problem? Is it inherently witchcraft? Some





have blanketed its purpose. That could be a

problem. Some flux, some say dreams. Either way a good

believer of daytime words can put an evil spin on

dreams. This may cause a flexor to flux out of line

with its creator and stumble. That is because some

people are sensitive to Energies and some people

believe they hold the staff two Energies. someone like

a schizophrenic or Bipolar person or someone who is

suicidal or manic May believe that in reality they have

spirits around them. and it is overwhelming so they do

not even speak of the spirits until confronted but it

is better to not talk about the spirits because they

get worked up about the spirits they are trying to

listen to when confronted. I will explain this a little

more. They are just experiencing dreams.

Some people are on the offense when they see people

or hear people talking about dreams. I'm not exactly

sure why. But a flux and energy for the dreamer is

something for them to deal with. If it's either





controlled or uncontrolled. The dream will run its

course because what dreams do is run their course. if

that dream energy is left alone it will but a strong

willed energetic spiritual person can set fire to that

energy state.

This is a question of common ground. Unfortunately

people in dream states are leading by example rather

than speaking up for themselves. Does this make sense?

I'm trying to tell you that you should be careful what

you tell a dream Luxor to believe. You've Got to

Believe In The Common Ground and that God has the dream

or your higher power or the course itself or just

because it is a dream is going to run its course as

long as the dreamer is on course. You can tell by the

common ground. showing positivity and intuition. You

intuitively know what basic fruit bearing is in life

and if the dreamer is not showing these then yes, some

ground must be made.





Trying to add a course correction to a dreamer

could result in loss of life will, or belief in God, or

Landing them in an unhealthy waking state. What I say

is that we are learning that waking a person from

sleepwalking arms both the dreamer and the awake

person. And this is referring to people in Mania people

in suicide ideation, bipolar, schizophrenics and anyone

who refers to dreams. there is a direct correlation.

Both States should be acknowledged for any mature

person, or couple who work together. one, I cannot

stress enough, and a complete Partnership of two cannot

disbelieve even, not even one. Because one person can

set a dreamer of course. A person meaning a dream is in

a covenant contract with the guardian of all dreams the

guardian of all covenants and the Creator. This is part

of the Common Ground some people do not get to. Please

don't please don't mess with another person's contract.

A contract will allow that person to know things. And

to live out their life purpose.





I cannot imagine how many people begin in these

states without common ground and end up in jail

overnight or longer or a Mental Health Institute. They

are being told things they do not really have to

believe about themselves. It is so simple. hi, I'm

dreaming of a wave flexor on the heavier side of the

spectrum. It is a natural course for me. I want time,

it may not have been but I do not remember that time. I

consume medicines Because there are people who consume

medicine but are working through their dream states. a

person who is psychotic is actually just a heavy

Dreamer. I think that is very aptly put. Remember that

I said energy fluxes. you know how this works when you

enter a room and intuitively read it.

The times intuition comes up for a psychotic person

is hard to get numbers on. It Is frequent and it messes

with other people's realities. We have made some common

ground from the non-psychotic side. They take care of

psychotics in mental health Institutes and see as much





Common Ground as they can Buster. but more scientific

Inquisition may help us as well as a base knowledge

knowing that these people are just in dream states. but

there are people who are working on their dream states

and taking medicine and that is hopeful that one day

more common ground will be made. For more people that

are struggling with finding common ground because of

what they've been told and talked about.”

Note from the Author:

I do not know the name of the angel or deity or E.T. I

am currently working with. In the past I have made

contracts with angels. I am not sure about E.T.

conversations in a 100% contractual way. I am not that

sure that deity is the right word for the contract I

made with a certain force because I don’t know the

name. I usually just remember the experiences and I

have many. I will write more to you to share what has

been shared with me. 🙂








